
Respiratory Disease Project – April 7 
 

Tasks: 

 Research disease/disorder. 
 Create a Work Cited page listing all sources. 
 Find pictures to represent the disease/disorder. 
 Put together visual presentation in PowerPoint. 
 Present disease/disorder to the class.  

 

Disease Topics: 

Common cold (URI) Emphysema (COPD) Pneumonia  
 

Lung Cancer (smoking) 
 

Cystic Fibrosis allergic rhinitis/asthma 
 

Pleurisy SIDS (sudden infant death) Tuberculosis 

Work Cited: [Due Thursday April  6  ] 

 

- Sources should be cited in alphabetical order, based upon the first word/name in the citation.   
 
- Sources should also include citations within the PowerPoint slides.  These may be added to the 

“notes” at the bottom of each slide. 
 

- Listing of Sources should be double spaced with necessary indentations to indicate a new source. 
 

Name of the website.  Author/Company producing the website, Year.  URL address. 
 

PowerPoint: [Due Friday April   7   ] 

*Each Group member is to complete PowerPoint slides for their own “topic” within this project.  Everyone 
will use Google Drive to save and share their material and have access to the project. 

 
Must Include: - (See Rubric for details) 

- Title Slide with All Group Member’s Name. 
 
- (1) Content Slide for each “topic” [Points will be subtracted for wordiness, or incorrect/incomplete 

content.] 
 

- (1) Picture Slide for each “topic”.   
 

- (1) Work Cited Slide including all group member’s sources. 
 

- Should be saved as:  “Disease Name_ANAT 2017_last name, last name, last name, last name” 
- Should be shared in google drive to kathytwilson@gmail.com 

 

mailto:kathytwilson@gmail.com


The Rubric: 

 
Project Topic Requirements Points 

(1)   
Normal Respiratory 
Conditions 

-  Explanation of normal state/condition (to be later compared to “end result”), 
including state of organs/tissues and respiratory ability. 
-  At minimum incorporates all related class notes. 
-  1 PowerPoint slide (content) 
-  1 PowerPoint slide (pictures) 
-  Minimum of 4 Pictures 
-  Content is correct and thorough. 

15 

(2)   
Initial Cause 

-  Detailed depiction of the events leading up to the disease/disorder.   
-  At minimum incorporates one outside resource. 
-  1 PowerPoint slide (content) 
-  1 PowerPoint slide (pictures) 
-  Minimum of 4 Pictures 
-  Content is correct and thorough. 

15 

(3)   
Development 

-  Detailed depiction of the progression of the organs and tissues. 
-  Detailed depiction of the progression of respiratory ability. 
-  At minimum incorporates one outside resource. 
-  1 PowerPoint slide (content) 
-  1 PowerPoint slide (pictures) 
-  Minimum of 4 Pictures 
-  Content is correct and thorough. 

15 

(4)   
End Result 

-  Explanation of the end result/condition (compared to earlier “normal 
state/condition”), including the state of the organs/tissues and respiratory 
ability. 
-  At minimum incorporates one outside resource.   
-  1 PowerPoint slide (content) 
-  1 PowerPoint slide (pictures) 
-  Minimum of 4 Pictures 
-  Content is correct and thorough. 

15 

(5)   
Treatment / Prevention 

-  Detailed reference of all possible treatments available. 
-  Detailed reference of possible prevention of disease/disorder.   
-  Brief explanation of treatments, preventions, and how they would have altered 
the course of the disease/disorder. 
-  At minimum incorporates one outside resource. 
-  1 PowerPoint slide (content) 
-  1 PowerPoint slide (pictures) 
-  Minimum of 4 Pictures 
-  Content is correct and thorough. 

15 

Work Cited - Contains all group members’ sources. 
- Double spaced. 
- Proper indentation. 
- Proper citation. 
- Citation of sources within PowerPoint (under “notes”). 
- Presented as a slide in PowerPoint. 

10 
 

Presentation - Each Group Member Presents their own content. 
- Each group member thoroughly explains their content. 
- Each group member accurately explains their content. 
- Each group member thoroughly and accurately explains/connects pictures to 

their content. 

15 
(Unique to 

each 
individual 

group 
member) 

 

 

 


